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Introduction 

Dear parents it gives me immense pleasure to welcome you all to our very 1st Annual Day 

celebration. We reflect upon the year gone by with utmost modestly. Our endeavour is to 

groom a new generation of students to become the leaders of tomorrow. To achieve this, we 

have envisaged a 21st century curriculum that prepares our students to meet the challenges of 

this era. At SNBP International School, Wagholi we not only have achieved the expected but 

gone beyond it to accomplish even the unexpected. We in a span of just 7 months have received 

an award on an International Platform by Eldrok India for Best School providing Excellence 

in Talent Development Programs. We have created a complete ecosystem where the campus 

itself and every content centres around how students actually learn.       

 

School Infrastructure 

The dawn of 6th June 2019 opened the gates to this sprawling campus of SNBP International 

School Wagholi. An air of exhilaration and enthusiasm filled the campus. Reach for the stars 

was the theme adopted for this academic year. The school offers the best amenities and has 

highlighted the drive amongst the students to attend more than their capabilities. It can rightly 

be called their second aboard. “Many small changes equal one great change”, the students and 

teachers brought this alive by developing and showcasing the same in the school assemblies. 

SNBP International School, Wagholi is all set to be the most advanced school with a systematic 

balance of academic rigour and co-curricular exposure.  

 



 

Academics 

We want the students to embrace the multitude of opportunities available to them. At SNBP a 

climate conducive to learning enrichment is the prime focus. Emphasise on academics has been 

in the forefront for the school.  

Strategic academic rigour, establishing accountability through assessment, counselling, 

intervention and remediation have collectively resulted in enhanced student attainment and 

progress. Innovation has been our forte and is the new academic year we will introduce STEM 

based learning systems for students. Our classrooms are already equipped with smart 

interactive boards for an engaging audio-visual learning experience. Beyond the classroom 

learning experiences were explored when the students were out on the field trips. This year has 

seen innumerable achievements and setting up of abundant benchmarks. Our children 

participated in various competitions and have bought laurels to the school in International 

Olympiad as well as Inter School Scrabble Competition.  

Going beyond textbooks and acquiring skills such as confidence, reasoning, imagination and 

creativity are homed in our students through the reading enrichment program that runs parallel 

to the syllabus taught in the class. The reading program has seen a paradigm shift in our 

students English speaking, reading and writing skills. 

 

Sports 

We at SNBP believe in the principle of holistic education. We are adopting the best methods 

and putting in stupendous efforts to endow the best infrastructure, sports facilities and 

congenial environment for learning. All our students are engaged in comprehensive sports 

program and trained by specialised coaches to achieve their sporting goals.  Our sports 

facilities include swimming pool, Martial Art, Skating, Basket Ball, Cricket, Football, Table 

tennis, chess, carrom and a well-structured endurance enhancement program. They are being 

coached for a long-time athletic development program as a part of a sports curriculum.  



 

The feather in our cap was the triumph sports day “Udaan”, where all our students and parents 

came across the ground. The ground looked colourful with lovely pom-pom display, Zumba 

display and unforgettable Lezim display. The students showcased their agility and team effort 

in every race. It was a moment of pleasure to watch our parents’ team up with their children in 

races with equal enthusiasm and energy.  Our Sports day was surely a teste meet of effort and 

skills.   

 

The efforts of coaches and students was seen in every medal that was won in Inter school 

Martial Art and Skating competition. Our Skaters engraved their name in the World Records 

India.    

 

Co-Curricular 

An event at school that was greatly enjoyed by the students was an International Exposure to 

Sports Vehicles where they interacted with Mr. Davis Blatz on the mechanism of sports 

vehicles and new inventions in it. With great pride and enthusiasm, we celebrate International 

Yoga Day.  

 



 

As a part of community outreach program our students showed gratitude towards the Ivy villa 

residents by interacting with them and thanking them with a card. 

It was a moment of pride as all our parents were mesmerised to see on our very first big event 

that was held on 15th August, celebrating Independence Day, where every child participated in 

the onstage event.  

To get a first-hand experience of culinary skills our little chef had a sweet and sore tongue on 

experience of making sprout bhel, lip smacking Monaco topping and reinforced the concepts 

of shapes through different shape sandwiches.   

The addition of Torrins, who nurture the music education of our students has enhanced the 

rhythmic skill in them.  

Our Students of Primary section participated with a zeal to learn and compete in the most 

spirited way in competitions such as Storytelling, Collage Making, , Poem Recitation, , Card 

Making and Elocution.  

 

Our Secondary students went to a next level in showcasing their varied talents and participated 

in Essay Writing competition. They collaborated to participate in a historic quiz on India. They 

brought forward their imagination and fantasies by expressing them through Comic book 

making. Students showcased their observation and were dressed up as their favourite teacher 

and performed dances and skits on Teacher’s Day.  

 

 

SNBPians’ choose the theme of Swatch Bharat for Republic day celebration and pledged to 

keep their surroundings clean.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“Every child is a different kind of flower, and all together make this world a beautiful garden”. 

The teachers whole heartedly performed for the children and made each one of them feel 

special on Children’s day.     

Parent 

We are confident that this is nothing but the beginning the positive involvement of parents is 

a key factor in the child’s growth with this aim we have regular parent’s teacher’s interactions 

for an open discussion about the curriculum framework, daily schedules and various other 

helpful information. 

 

Professional Development 

We work towards Professional Development of the staff to ensure quality and care. Our 

teachers equally participate in the learning process. We started the year with the teacher 

induction program. Our teachers have regular training sessions. The teachers were trained in 

technology usage where they learnt about the use of educational software from our technology 

partner Tata Edge.  

 

As we come to an end of this academic year, we thank you parents for your faith in us we truly 

value this partnership we share. Our success is the result of our very committed team of 

dedicated teachers, robust administrative team, you dear parents and most importantly our very 

dear students to make us proud. Thank you all and God bless 
 


